F3810 FATAL MISSION (USA, 1990)
(Other titles: Enemy)

Credits: director, George Rowe ; writers, Anthony Gentile, John Gentile, George Rowe, Chosei Funahara, Peter Fonda ; story, Erlinda Quiaoit Rowe.

Cast: Peter Fonda, Tia Carrere, Mako, Ted Markland, Jim Mitchum.

Summary: War film set in North Vietnam in the 1960s. Ken Andrews (Fonda) is a US Navy Commander sent on an undercover mission to Haiphong where he assassinates a North Vietnamese general. His actions are observed by Chinese agent Mai Chong (Carrere) on a similar mission. As Andrews escapes he is followed and captured by Mai, but she is wounded. They flee south evading pursuing North Vietnamese patrols and are forced to rely on each other to survive.
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